Modulation of ultraviolet light mutational hotspots by cellular stress.
Stressful treatments of cells provoke broad, transient, changes in cellular physiology and gene expression. In addition to these effects, DNA-damaging agents often induce permanent change in the form of mutations. Mutational patterns in target genes typically show hotspots and coldspots, the molecular basis of which appears to lie in the sequence context of the particular site. We determined the mutational pattern in an ultraviolet light-modified (in vitro) marker gene in a shuttle vector passaged through repair deficient (xeroderma pigmentosum) cells and compared it with patterns obtained from cells exposed to stress imposed by a DNA-damaging agent or a calcium ionophore. We found that the mutational hotspot pattern was altered by both stress treatments. We conclude that the cellular environment can influence the probability of mutagenesis at specific sites and propose that some of these effects on mutagenesis are mediated by alterations in cellular calcium levels.